August/September 2022

COMING HOME TO PORT FAIRY

Thanks again to Denise Leembruggen for these photos that capture the coming home to
Port Fairy feeling. And on the back page there are more directions to get back home!
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FROM OUR PRESIDENT
Welcome back after the July break!
I know that many members are happy that Semester 2 courses have now started and that they
can once again participate in stimulating discussions, presentations, creative and physical
activities, field trips and excursions. A warm welcome to our new U3A Port Fairy members.
We hope that you thoroughly enjoy the Semester 2 program and that you connect, learn and
socialise.
We so appreciate the contributions of Semester 2 course leaders and their thorough planning,
research and communications with participants. Our program is made up of different kinds of
courses: small interest groups, larger groups with presentations and discussions, activities,
field trips and excursions. Some courses have been running for a year or more or even since
we began in 2019; these have fostered long-term friendships amongst group members as well
as welcoming new participants each semester. Shorter courses offer stimulation, fun and
sharing of ideas, the chance to collaborate and explore topics through reading books, chapters
and articles and watching selected videos. Other courses enable participants to learn new skills
through physical or creative activities.
Our Mixed Choir continues to grow and offers inclusive participation, creative expression and
skill development. Then there are monthly lectures sponsored by the Community Bank on
Thursdays. The morning program covers general interest topics with talks this Semester on
new hydrogen technologies to reduce carbon emissions, the history of the Port Fairy Hospital,
and our south-west coastline, its natural features and history. In the afternoon Science
Naturally has a session on freshwater algae, archaeology and underwater topography and
mapping. For further details look through the list of experts presenting in our Semester 2
course information on our website: www.u3aportfairy.com.
As you know the committee of management asks everyone to wear masks when participating
in courses held indoors at present. We recognise that wearing a mask can be an inconvenience
and impede clear communication, but it is a relatively simple strategy that helps to reduce
covid infection and will enable indoor courses to continue through the winter and early spring.
We will review this requirement each month and notify you when the risk of Covid recedes
and mask wearing is no longer necessary. Thank you to those who wrote to me and the
Committee expressing your views about this matter. The overwhelming majority strongly
support the decision but some members feel that wearing a mask should be up to the
individual rather than mandated by the committee. We appreciate everyone’s cooperation
with this covid-safety measure.
The committee farewells Jill Burgoyne who has served as our inaugural Membership Officer
since U3A Port Fairy began in late 2018. Jill has been at every Open Day and enrolment session
since the start, welcoming members and processing membership applications and renewals.
She has made a wonderful contribution to our U3A through her skills in data analysis and with
her kind and caring relationships with so many members. I would like to thank Jill for her
excellent work and deep commitment to U3A Port Fairy. We thank Robyn Carter for taking on
the role of Membership Officer from Semester 2.
Please spread the word about U3A Port Fairy amongst your friends and networks. Our U3A
community is continuing to grow which is exciting and positive. To keep our program fresh,
relevant and enticing we invite each of you, whether you have been a member for a while or
joined more recently, to suggest a course or activity that, with appropriate support, you would
be prepared to run next year. Sue Goy or any other member of the committee would be very
happy to talk to you about your ideas for courses and provide assistance to you. You may
consider developing and leading a short course with another member. Collaboration is so
rewarding and enjoyable and is at the heart of how we operate!

Kate Donelan
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Changing of the Guard…
U3A Port Fairy new Membership Officer
Jill Burgoyne has been our Membership Officer since U3A Port Fairy commenced
in late 2018/early 2019.
Jill has now stepped down from this role and Robyn Carter has kindly offered to
take over the many and varied duties that this role involves.

The role of Membership Officer involves recording the membership details of
individual members into a secure database, welcoming new members on each of
our registration days, fielding enquiries regarding membership and managing
membership name tags and lanyards, as well as being part of the Finance
Subcommittee and providing assistance to the Treasurer with the regular
financial statements. Jill has also provided statistical information relating to the
gender divide of our membership, the age distribution and the geographical
location of where our members reside. This information has been regularly
reported in the newsletter and to the Committee of Management to support
grant applications and advice to Council and community groups.
Here is Jill when she ran a quilting

As a volunteer not-for-profit organisation we rely on the skills and the devotion
course in 2019—we loved it!
of time
provided
to
maintain
the
smooth
operation
of
our
organization.
We
send
U3aA POR
a big thanks to Jill for the magnificent work she has undertaken over the past 3
years.
We will
still seeANNUAL
her around GENERAL
as a member of
U3A Port Fairy,
the BOOKS
U3aT
FAIRY
MEETING
AT running
BLARNEY
Helen Garner discussion group and at the other groups in which Jill participates.
We also take this opportunity to thank Robyn Carter for stepping in and taking
over the Membership Officer role. We wish her well.

Robyn thank you for taking
on this important role.
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A BIG SHOUT OUT TO ALL OUR COURSE MEMBERS AND
VOLUNTEERS MAKING U3A PORT FAIRY SUCH A SUCCESS!
However with great success and increased membership we need more courses for 2023.
As with all U3A groups, volunteers are the life blood of the organisation.
Our volunteers carry out many of the day to day tasks involved in running
meetings, delivering courses, providing catering, arranging publicity,
producing the newsletter and numerous chores that lessen the load for
the committee members and course leaders.

Start a Course
We are interested
in everything!
Science

Philosophy

New courses are essential to meet the
POR
needsU3aA
of all of
our over 200 members.

Literature
Body and Soul

U3aT FAIRY ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AT BLARNEY BOOKS
Inventions

What is involved in in running a course?

What's happening in the
world

Talk to a committee member!

Get Physical

Courses can run as a . . .

Textiles

•

Single event

•

A pop up event

Prime Ministers

•

Small interest groups

Arts and Crafts

•

Courses lasting a semester

•

Courses lasting a year and beyond.

Henry Lawson

History
Wars
Books

Get on board and have a go!

Basket weaving

IF YOU HAVE A PASSION—
TURN IT INTO A U3A COURSE

Countries
Chats
Crime
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U3A Port Fairy presents the
Community Bank Port Fairy 2022 Lecture Series
2nd SEMESTER
10.00—11.00am at the Lecture Hall, Sackville Street

All welcome—Gold Coin donation for non-U3A Members
8 September: Hycel Project — Deakin University, Warrnambool Campus
Mikala Todd and Loren Tuck will explain the role of Hycel, Deakin University's regional hub of hydrogen expertise.
With a focus on technologies that use hydrogen rather than processes to produce it, Hycel translates lab results into
real world solutions. Hycel is developing hydrogen technologies for transport and gas industries and supporting
education and social licence initiatives.
At a global level, the hydrogen market is predicted to reduce carbon emissions by 6 billion tonnes annually, employ
up to 30 million people and be worth around US$2.5 trillion by 2050. Hycel is working with researchers, industry,
government and community to ready Australia for the hydrogen economy.

13 October: Heather Sheard — Benevolence or Cure?
Making the Port Fairy Hospital and Benevolent Asylum 1846-1926
Walk through the sliding doors of Port Fairy's Hospital today and you are passing by the same
walls that stonemasons built 166 years ago now hidden under render. In the second half of
the 19th century, who was admitted to the hospital and what treatment could they hope for?
Into the 20th century the challenges grew. The Great War, diphtheria and Spanish Flu
epidemics stretched the hospital and asylum to crisis point but they continued to operate.

10 November: Graham Patterson —
Nature and History on the Coast of Western Victoria
A field naturalist, Graham has walked the length of the Victorian coastline, finishing the final stretch, at last, in 2018. He
has written two coastal guides describing the more easterly shores and is now ready to share with us a selection of the
stories about the historical sites and important places in the world of nature on our western Victorian coastline.
Covering the area from Point Lonsdale to the South Australian border, his book encompasses stories of the human
history which unfolded locally, plus the rock formations, prolific fossil sites, bird breeding colonies, a wealth of intertidal
invertebrates, walking tracks and more.

With special thanks to our local Community Bank
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U3A CHOIR ON SONG AGAIN
The choir membership has grown from 26 in Semester 1 to 34 at the start of Semester 2, with
attendance numbers varying each fortnightly session. Choir leader Jillian Gundermann has continued to
inspire members with her professional skills and sense of fun, resulting in lots of enthusiasm, enjoyment
and great sounds.
In line with current U3A policy, choristers are singing wearing masks— and it works.
We will soon have an accompanist attend some sessions playing a
keyboard to complement Jillian's leadership. This should result in
the Community House venue well and truly being “alive to the
sound of music”.
Consideration is also being given to the choir performing with
other musicians at a concert later in the year.

David Wilson

All flowering in Port Fairy now

Blackwood

Small Leaf Clematis

Running Postman
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3 Weeks of Knitting
Our first class started off well with great ambitions for shawls, baby clothes, gloves, socks
and more….
Check out the next edition for the Grand final
Knit off Champion.
Maggie Currie and Sue Knudsen

————

A historical look at knitting . . .

————

Ancient Socks and Underpants?
This early woollen item in the Victoria &Albert* collection is part of a pair of socks
from Egypt that dated from the 3rd to 5th century AD. They have been made using
the technique 'nålbinding', a laborious technique
more akin to sewing than knitting, where yarn is
threaded through the eye of a sewing needle and
then worked in the round through a series of loops.
Some believe that this technique was a forerunner of the faster method
of knitting with two or more needles.
Sock, 1100 – 1300, Egypt. Museum, *Victoria and Albert Museum, London

HADRIAN’S WALL

***

A discovery in Northumberland was made in 1973 shedding new light on the practice of wearing socks.
The discovery included hundreds of inked tablets, dating from the 1 st century at a Roman site near
Hadrian's Wall and was home to officers, soldiers and their families.
Among the tablets was an address and letter: I have sent you …two pairs of socks (udonum) from
Sattua, two pairs of sandals and two sets of underpants and continued with greetings to fellow
soldiers. This is the first written evidence that socks were worn in that northern climate.
Another find at Vindolanda in Northumbria was dated to the 2nd century AD. They are a child
-sized pair made from woven wool cloth meant to protect against the rough British weather.
Roman tablets found at the site included the instruction to send more socks.
Q. So by now you will be wondering who did knit the first sock?
A. We don’t know…
However, a type of sock known as “piloi” was first recorded in Ancient Greece back in the 8th century
BC. Back then, people wore socks with sandals and these stockings were made
from matted animal hair! The earliest knitted socks were most likely crafted in
Ancient Egypt.

NEWS FROM OUR COURSE LEADERS

Science…naturally!
Another outstanding and thought-provoking session of Science…naturally! was presented
by Professor Rob Wallis on the identification of mammal hair. As we discovered, not only
can hair analysis be a very useful tool for the management of natural resources, but it can be
critical in forensic science as well. The details of hair structure was a crucial component of
the eventual acquittal of Lindy Chamberlain all those years ago.
And who knew that echidna “spines” are actually hair?

Science…naturally! introduces us to a range of topics that many of us have never thought about or
even knew existed.
The discovery continues in the September session when Port Fairy’s very own Joan Powling will
lead us through the hitherto hidden world of algae in the Simpson Desert of all places! Who would
have thought?
John Miller

8
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Ecology of south west Victoria
Our ecologists continued their exploration of the geology, plants and animals of
south-west Victoria with a visit to the Heathy Woodlands of the southern Grampians.
The sandy soils, washed from the Grampians sandstones, result in a wonderland of
stunted trees, vibrant heaths, mysterious orchids and spiky grasstrees, which in turn
provide habitat for a wide range of animals from the rare Smokey Mouse to the
common honeyeaters.

The group enjoying the Grampians sunshine
(Photo: Maggie Leuton).

A zoologist in full voice (Photo: Maggie Leuton)
Climbing Sundew (Phot: Sue Knudsen)

John Miller

!
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History of Port Fairy

HAVE YOU HEARD OF THESE PORT FAIRY PEOPLE?
John Coleman – Champion footballer.
John Douglas Coleman was born in Port Fairy on 23 November 1928. His
father was the manager of the Port Fairy Cheese, Butter and Ice Factory Pty.
Ltd. The family lived in Gipps Street not far from Bank Street and close to the
factory across the road. In 1939, the family moved to Melbourne.

John Coleman learned to play football at school in Port Fairy, and while still
at Moonee Ponds Central School, attracted the attention of the Essendon
Football Club. His first season at Essendon was in 1949 when he scored 12
goals in his first game, and 100 goals in 22 games, including his first Grand
Final. In four seasons 1950-1953 he scored another 395 goals. In 1954 he
played only six more games before receiving a career-ending right knee
injury. He also played 12 times for Victoria, scoring another 49 goals
John Coleman coached Essendon for seven seasons 1961-1967 and the club
won two premierships. His coaching success was second to none, and he was
possibly the greatest full-forward of all time.
John Coleman died in 1973, aged 44, from a heart attack.

Graham Woodrup – Long distance cyclist.
Port Fairy has a long history of cycling with a bicycle club in existence at least as early as 1882.
Graham Woodrup, or Woody as he was known, was born in 1947 and made his name known in long distance
events. On 20 November 1977 he completed an epic ride from Melbourne to Adelaide and back to Port Fairy.
Graham rode the Melbourne to Adelaide in 31 hours, 7 minutes 59.6 seconds, thus breaking the previous record
by nearly three hours. He then rode to Port Fairy in 27 hours, 25 minutes 7.16 seconds. More records followed
including in 1988 Graham’s ride from Perth to Sydney, a distance of 4,380 kms which he covered in 10 days,
17 hours and 56 minutes—an extraordinary feat by a veteran rider over 40 years of age.
Graham raised tens of thousands of dollars for the Port Fairy Hospital with his rides. In 1987 Graham and his
wife, Hester, were instrumental in starting the Murray to Moyne Cycle Relay, an event that has raised millions of
dollars for hospitals across Australia. Sadly, Graham Woodrup
died in February 1992, during a training ride with his teenage
daughter. His legacy lies in the Murray to Moyne, which
continues to grow.

Two more outstanding Port Fairy
residents in the next newsletter.

Judith Kershaw
Reference: ‘Icons of Port Fairy’, by Richard Patterson, published 2018.
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CUTTERS AND COMBS by Ross Knudsen
On an outback quest where the sheep are best
And the dust has settled down.
From distant crests the hungry guests
Had now arrived in town.

It was indeed in want of feed
Where locals call it grub.
To get a feed it was agreed Head straight to the local pub.

Heading Sth from Quilpie

‘Twas in the bar, we’d travelled far
Our lips were dry and cursed.
It’s quite bizarre on the dust and tar
That a beer will quench a thirst!
Upon a seat in the outback heat
Away from the city’s steel.
The outback heat where the livestock bleat
From the menu came our meal.

Hungerford Outback Qld

The local fare was served with flair
The barra and the pork.
I must declare the pub seemed bare
Of the usual knife and fork.
A word to the bloke who served us folk
To answer his gastronomes.
In slang he spoke to his travelling folk
And returned with our ‘cutters and combs’!

White Cliffs Outback NSW

Ross Knudsen
Copyright 1 July 2022

The scene is the White Cliffs Hotel in outback NSW. Sue and I had camped there for 5 nights on our
journey south. It was a Friday night, and the pub was abuzz with locals and travellers. There was a cosy, friendly
atmosphere within its walls.
All mains menu items were priced at $35. Bugger a cheaper meal for the fussy, choosier, and precious
patrons – there were none! Oh, this is sheep country too with a few cattle. Sue and I drank to our journey whilst
waiting for our meal which in due course was served by a short, lean-structured young bloke. He could have been
a shearer, roustabout, or yard hand at one of the many surrounding properties. He was dressed in his working
clobber and still wearing his Akubra hat with a very broad rim. Perhaps the pub lighting was bright. An affable
chap, nonetheless, and busy. Sue ordered the barramundi, I the pork ribs.
On arrival of our meals, Sue enquired about eating utensils, specifically our knives and forks. The young
bloke’s quick response was “I’ll get your cutters and combs”.
The three words, cutters and combs, presented a wonderful description of which I had never heard before
to describe knives and forks. I seized the moment and wrote this poem on my napkin whilst savouring my pork
with chips and salad. Gotta love Aussies and their Australianisms.
This verse is the result of a moment in time.
And……….the meal was delectable!
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We are including updates on the Reardon Theatre films
as so many of our members love the Movies.

SEPT

Wed.

07

Sept

Friday

16

Falling for Figaro

Oct

Friday

07

To be advised

Oct

Friday

21

Flee

Nov

Friday

18

To be advised

T

To be advised

Check these dates as things may change.

Missing in action — Can you help?
The Curious Case of the Missing U3A Signs
The pull up screen—missing !
(purchased a new one)
One of the flags—missing!
They must be in someone's car, under the

bed, behind the door or in the back seat.

The flag rolled up .

.

Under your bed?

Original Pull Down Screen
Folds up similar to the flag.

One of the missing flags!
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More ways to get back to Port Fairy

Passing the mysterious Glaxo on Highway 1.

Passing Bamstone on the Port Fairy Hamilton
Road

Arriving at Griffith Island—
directions from the lighthouse to
Port Fairy

Flying in to Griffith Island (shearwaters
only)

Don’t forget to wear masks in the
Community House and other venues

HOW DO I ENROL IN A COURSE AT U3A?
Most people enrol in U3A Courses in January and June each year before the semesters
begin.
However, if you are new to U3A Port Fairy or if you wish to enrol in a course at any time
during the year please email u3aportfairy@gmail.com with your email and phone details.
Don’t forget to include the name of the course or courses you are interested in.

Your email will be sent to the course coordinator and he/she will contact you.
Note — The list of courses is available on our website : www.u3aportfairy.com

